
Asfour Crystal is pleased to bring you the new and innovative range of CRYS-Tile decorative accessories,
a true breakthrough in luxury.
CRYS-Tile is made of pure Lead crystal placed between two layers of extra clear interior glass. This sparkling crystal insert adds glamour
wherever required.

Setting Global Trends
Tightly sealed to ensure longevity, architects, builders and interior designers will appreciate and enjoy the elegance and versatile use
of these scratch-resistant double tiles.

Completing any interior and collection, these fascinating accessories illustrate the true beauty of crystal and its optical qualities.
CRYS-Tile accessories are designed for application where its unique appearance and light-refracting qualities can especially shine.

Shine Up The Room
Adding a few crystals to any part of your home quickly turns it into a fashionable haven. Asfour Crystal, the world’s biggest crystal
producer, has made it even simpler by bringing you CRYS-Tile. Boasting multiple patterns, each collection set provides your walls with
a subtle luxury shining.

If your lifestyle is abundant in details of glamour, the shiny CRYS-Tile collections may be ideal for you. To ensure your design is fully
customized to suit you, the luxury decorative tiles are available in many formats, colors and designs.

Style & Quality
Small, stylish and significant, these shiny tiles offer not just looks but top quality as well.

• CRYS-Tile is produced from the finest pure crystal and, just like normal tiles & porcelain, it is waterproof.
• CRYS-Tile has various colors for you to pick from as well as mix and match to glamourize your home however you see fit.
• CRYS-Tile can be custom made to different cuts and designs to fit your specifications.
• CRYS-Tile square pieces are available in stylish transparent Crystal.

For the ultimate luxurious feel, dress up your walls with the sparkly CRYS-Tile.



CRYS-Tile  will add a touch of innovative luxury to

your bathroom. They can bring color, texture and style and

can be laid in a variety of patterns.
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BATHROOMS



High quality pure Crystal stones guarantee higher index

of refraction and create an everlasting attractive sparkling

effect that is prized throughout the world. The bathroom

will sparkle.
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BATHROOMS



Completing any interior design, these mesmerizing

home accessories show the true beauty of crystal. Delight your

kitchen with its light-refracting qualities.

KICHENS



KICHENS
To ensure your design is fully customized to suit

your kitchen, the luxury decorative tiles are available in

various gorgeous hues.



DINING ROOMS





BEDROOMS
If you are looking for a unique way to decorate

a bedroom, look no further. These beautiful eye-catching

crystal accents are the ideal finishing touches for your

room.



BEDROOMS
Transform your bedroom into a stylish eye-catching

haven with the most luxurious clear or colorful crystal

accents.



RECEPTIONS
Create a stunning visual display in your reception area

by choosing from the various sizes, colors and shapes of

these shimmering crystal tiles.



Offering  ultimate luxury for your meeting room, you

can select from a range of brilliant options. These luxury

decorative tiles are available in many formats, colors,

surfaces and textures.

RECEPTIONS



A must for those who like to add glamour to the all

aspects of life, these fascinating tiles show the true beauty

of crystal. A restaurant with CRYS-Tile will reflect its elite

clientele.

RESTAURANTS


